Herbert Rowse Armstrong.
Dr Frederick S. Toogood
I am not talking about other things, I am confining myself to
a case where you have got arsenical neuritis. In a case of arsenical
neuritis is not the high-steppage gait characteristic?—Yes.
My friend put the question of high-steppage gait to you. You
said if is often present in functional disease. " Q. The absence
of the knee jerks.—A. That is often absent in functional disease.
Q. Having heard the evidence, do you say yes or no, was there
any evidence consistent only with arsenical poisoning up to 16th
February?—A. None." I want to ask you about this, the knee
jerks in the case of functional disease, you say that is often absent
in functional disease?—Yes.
In a case where the paralysis is a functional disturbance are
the knee jerks increased or normal?—They are certainly not in-
creased ; they may be normal; they may be very difficult to elicit.
Let me see if I have got the point quite clearly.* You would
regard this condition of Mrs. Armstrong as functional because of
the absence of knee jerks?—No.
I have got your answer. The absence of knee jerks—you say
that is often absent in functional disease, I thought you were
speaking of Mrs. Armstrong's case? —I am, but that was Dr.
Eincks's observation. He found the knee jorkw absent.
Would this absence of knee jerks point to functional disease?
—No, it would not. The fact that there were no knee jerks would
point away from functional disease or disturbance. I would not
expect to find the knee jerks increased where it was functional;
they would be either normal or extraordinarily difficult to get.
I have got what Sir William Osier says about that—" In
functional disease the reflexes are usually increased, deep reflexes
especially never being absent3'?—Surely that is not referring to
functional paralysis.
Yes. Let me give you two passages'?—Of course there are
functional diseases in which they are increased, but not functional
paralysis.
Usually in trying to find whether it is functional or not you
would look at the reflexes, would you not?—Yen.
If it was functional you would expect to find them increased,
would you not?—No.
Let me read what Sir William Osier says—" Keflexes may be
increased, though the knee jerk is often normal." Do you agree
with that?—Yes.
Then the fact that there were no knee jerks, the absence of
knee jerks, points away from the condition being functional, does
*In justice to Dr. Toogood it should be observed, with regard to this
passage in the cross-examination dealing with reflexes, that the Attorney-
General appeared to desire answers upon functional disease in general, while
Dr. Toogood was answering on the case of Mrs. Armstrong in particular.—ed.
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